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I. Introduction 

All bodies in this Universe rotate and revolve. This forms the fundamental principle of all study. But today some 

studies need review, as gravity, explaining all masses attracting all other masses, evolution of Earth, described 

by plate tectonics, formation of Moon being described by the collision of a large planet with Earth, a Black hole 

gobbling all mass around, even light. The whole Universe is a huge mystery, but some of the present studies 

make it more, being based on unscientific grounds. Here is an attempt to make all study simple and 

comprehensive, based on sound scientific reason. Most of the present study is based on multiple ifs, reaching 

conclusions which are doubted and changed, even by those making them. As said above ‘all bodies rotate and 

revolve’. It defines an orbital and cyclic motion, or ‘to and fro’ motion. This leads to a simple law defined as 

‘Law of convergence of masses’. That means that all mass must return back to its ‘Origin’, because of a cyclic 

motion. This defines the basic nature of ‘All Evolution’. So any study on evolution must mention this cyclic 

motion. We cannot forget this aspect in our study. As soon as we leave this aspect we go astray and reach 

nowhere. So we have to remain confined in our study, as all satellites must fall back to Earth, come what may, 

as Earth pulls back all to itself. So also is the case with our study to remain confined within certain parameters, 

to make it authentic, credible and progressive. So ‘Convergence of all mass to origin’ is the essence of this 

presentation on ‘Evolution’. This introduction and view makes the study very simple and comprehensive.  

 

II. Law of convergence of masses 

A stone thrown up from Earth falls back to it. This is due to the process of convergence, to origin, or from where 

the stone moved. Similarly a manmade satellite, after remaining, operative for some time, extending to several 

years, returns and falls back to Earth as debris, as did UARS, Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite, fell back to 

Earth on Sept. 23, 2011. The 6.5-ton satellite was deployed from space shuttle Discovery in 1991 and 

decommissioned in December 2005. NASA reports that thousands of satellites become defunct and inoperative 

because they leave their Geo-stationary orbit. Thus every satellite, though tremendously costly and sent with 
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huge precision and precaution, becomes debris one day, just because being unable to surpass the pull backward 

to Earth, by all the means available to it or man, guiding and feeding it with all the energy possible. On 

December 7, 2011 NASA gave a news item in the Times of India, that Voyager-1, sent more than three decades 

ago, is going to become the first man-made vehicle to go beyond, leaving the ‘Solar System’ behind. But at the 

same time it writes the vehicle to be in ‘stagnation zone’. Even today it is reported in news, to be well inside the 

boundaries of the Solar System. This signifies that the vehicle has entered a ‘come back zone’. This unsurpassed 

pull is ‘Convergence’. No mass can leave the ‘Solar system’.  

III. Convergence cause of all Evolution 

Thus a satellite meets and gets torn between two type of forces, one thrusting it out and the other pulling it in, to 

the source. While forces pushing it out are man-made, the forces pulling it in or back are natural, working 

continuously. Similarly all mass and Evolution is torn between these two types of forces, pushing out and 

pulling in. Thus all mass and Evolution is working between these two forces, one pushing out and the other 

pulling in. Similar to the forces launching a man-made satellite outward from a source, all masses get pushed 

out outward from some source. Similarly also as the satellite is pulled inward back to its source or ‘Origin’, all 

masses get pulled back to the source, they moved away from. This is because of the continued ongoing affect of 

forces, still acting as forces of inertia, defined here onward as ‘Convergence’.  Thus obviating to the present 

belief that masses attract each other, as postulated by ‘Newton’s Law of Gravitation’, masses move under the 

influence of the ongoing rotation, they were undergoing, before departure outward. This forms convergence to 

the source or Origin. It thus forms into a Universal and most fundamental law, ‘Law of convergence of masses’. 

While the forces, thus leading a mass to ‘Converge’, to its source hereby seem to be simple and easily defined, 

the forces pushing it out away need to be well analyzed and understood, too. The forces and the manner that 

lead a mass to move out from a source, is the basic and most fundamental need of any study, as is 

‘convergence’.  But in nature all forces are natural, automatically generated, controlled and set in equilibrium. 

This keeps the whole set of masses establish themselves in space. This study is an attempt to study such type of 

‘System Analysis’, generating the masses, making them move out, and converge back to ‘ORIGIN’. Thus 

‘Evolution’ is an attempt to study such ‘System Analysis’. An answer seems to lie in the following pages. The 

study seems capable to explain almost all the formations in a credible, scientific manner, though this study is 

made to confine to a few aspects only.  Some of the formations are being touched herein, to make a feel and 

need of this study, so as to provide an insight into the subject matter properly. 

IV. Volcanic Eruption as Source of mass 

Volcanic eruption is a natural process of mass formation. Magma pushing out of Earth, to great heights, is a 

regular feature being observed frequently. But this magma again, comes back to Earth, not because of Earth’s 

attraction, but because of Earth’s rotation. The magma has already been a part of Earth, while inside the Earth’s 

surface. 

V. Convergence as Inertia of rotation 

While inside the Earth’s surface even it was undergoing rotation along with rest of the Earth. So when outside, it 

is forced to undergo the same rotation or inertia of rotation. It falls back to Earth, instead of going anywhere 

else.  

A. Forces affecting lava mass 

The lava mass gets subjected to the following forces, on the Earth’s surface:- 

1. Anti-clockwise rotation of  main Earth, 

2. Forces of friction and adhesion between the Earth and lava mass,  

3. Effect of viscosity of lava mass, 

4. Inertia of rest and inertia of motion of the Earth as well as lava mass.  

Lava mass moves over the Earth’s surface under the effect of the above forces. Earth rotates anti-clockwise 

continuously about its axis, forming days and nights. The magma or lava mass starts moving over the Earth’s 

surface like a football, because of this anti-clockwise rotation. The lava mass which is highly viscous, meets the 

friction and adhesion of the Earth’s surface. It gets retarded and broken into fast and slow moving layers. 

B. Slow and fast lava layers 

The lava mass as described above gets broken into fast and slow moving layers. These form lower and upper 

layers in contact with the Earth’s surface. While the lower layers get slowed down by constant friction, the 

upper layers keep moving fast. The Earth’s surface rotates faster along larger circles around the axis, just as 

along the Equator. But it rotates slower along shorter circles, closer to the axis or poles and least at axis. The 

slowed down lava mass too, starts leaving the faster outer or larger circles. It starts moving towards inner 

concentric circles. 

C. Convex shaped formations 

The slowed down lava mass leaves the faster outer larger circles. It moves towards inner concentric circles, 

moving at a slower speed. But in doing so it makes convex shaped traces. As these traces get slower bit by bit, 

they make convex shaped traces, convex towards inner concentric circles, rotating with a lesser circumferential 

speed. The upper or faster lava layers keep rotating with higher speed of the larger outer circles. They thus leave 
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traces in the form of the outer larger circles, convex outward or away from the axis. Thus the lower layers meet 

larger and larger friction in the travel path, resulting into movement towards inner and more inner circles. 

Slowly they move closer to the axis 

D. Movement closer to the axis 

Thus the retarded lava layers move closer towards the axis, resulting into more contact time with the underneath 

Earth surface. These lava layers slowly get deposited on the Earth’s surface, forming long mountain chains, 

depositing higher and higher peaks.  

E. Formation of high peaks 

Thus lava layers get retarded, move to inner concentric circles. They start depositing on the Earth’s surface 

underneath, forming mountain chains and tall peaks. The retarded lava layers get more contact time with the 

Earth’s surface and deposit. Thus higher and higher peaks start forming closer to the axis, because of the snail 

pace motion there. 

F. Convergence of lava to axis 

This makes lava layers get closer, compact showing convergence to the axis, following the anti-clockwise 

rotation of the Earth. Thus traces developing higher and higher mountain ranges, having tall peaks start forming 

closer to the axis. The retarded lava layers, thus moving close to the axis, move at a snail pace. They get a large 

contact time and deposit forming a long chain of extremely tall mountain peaks. 

G. Formation of the Himalayas 

The retarded lower lava layers, moving towards the inner concentric circles develop convex shapes towards 

inner concentric circles and axis as well. The Himalayas thus form a well demarcated convex shape along the 

southernmost tall ridge, which consists of extremely tall mountain peaks. 

H. Formation of Mt. Everest 

This southernmost convex shaped tall ridge consists of the tall peaks reaching above 8000 metres, even 

containing the tallest peak of Mt. Everest ht. 8848 metres along it.  

I. Wider eastern Himalayas  

The fast moving lava layers too move to the inner concentric circles, getting retarded in the later reaches of their 

travel path.  These faster lava layers still do not find enough contact time with the underneath surface. They thus 

leave traces which do not develop too high mountain ranges. They make traces, convex away from axis shaped. 

They even remain moving a bit away from the axis, along larger circles. Some of these fast paced lava layers do 

also move towards the inner concentric circle, and towards the axis, depositing lesser peaks, but forming wider 

spaced land forms. In the process they leave wider traces towards the axis, too. Thus the wider eastern 

Himalayas form such convex outward shapes, which develop low peaks as well.  

J. Westward convergence 

Thus the Himalayas form into a large bulb shaped eastern high lands. But their inertia of motion makes them 

keep moving westward. They thus move towards inner concentric circles and closer to axis as well. In the 

process they too, converge more and more towards the axis. This is signified by huge tapering and thinning 

westward in the Himalayas. Thus the lava mass gets moved showing tapering fast towards the southern convex 

tall ridge, in the western Himalayas. 

K. Axis in the Himalayas 

The westward tapering or thinning thus points towards the presence of an axis of rotation, there, close to the tall 

southern convex ridge. The westward tapering or thinning in the Himalayas also points towards a well 

demarcated process of convergence of the lava mass to an axis, there. The southernmost convex shaped tall 

ridge, thus points towards the presence of an axis, along it, in the Himalayas, towards which the lava layers 

moved or converged, once in the history of time. 

L. Formation of Saltoro ridge 

But the two type of lava motion, slow and fast, do try to reach the axis. But fast lava layer motion continues to 

move far away from the axis, due to residual inertia of motion, but still not far enough. It ultimately lays to form 

an inclined straight line tall ridge, northwestward from the axis. This straight line tall ridge is still available 

today too, in the form ‘Saltoro ridge’. 

M. Area susceptible to earthquakes 

But the shaky and violent formation of these western areas in the Himalayas, make them lay non-compact too, 

making them highly jointed. These high joints are cause of repeated deep- seated slips leading to frequent high 

magnitude earthquakes. The areas of Afghanistan particularly, formed from large faster traveling lava layers, 

away from the axis, are more vulnerable to high magnitude earthquake repeatedly. At the end of winter due to 

snow fall and later sunshine these areas become more susceptible to high magnitude earthquakes, as the deep 

seeping water vapourises, but finds it difficult to escape out easily, thus comes out bursting and shaking 

surroundings. 

N. Westward convergence of masses 

There is thus a westward convergence of lava mass observed in the Himalayas, leading to thinning westward, 

indicating towards the presence of an axis there. A similar process of convergence towards the axis is observed 
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in the formations in the earlier reaches, towards the Himalayas even, even today. This westward convergence 

towards the axis is further accentuated by the westward thrust of the States of Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, 

Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland and Nagaland forming Seven Sisters, in North-east India. 

O. Forming of the States of Seven Sisters 

The lava mass on its way to the inner circles and then towards the axis, passed through these traces. Then it 

entered the eastern end of the vast Himalayas through Arunachal Pradesh. But even then in doing so the lava 

layers tried to thrust fast towards the axis, laying the lands of Meghalaya, as a straight line westward, as an 

arrow, in the ‘Bow and Arrow; arrangement.  This westward convex shaped formation strongly points towards 

the above described, lava laying process, converging towards an axis in the western Himalayas. This indicates to 

an attempt by the lava layers to reach the axis as early as possible.  

P. Westward convergence in early traces 

There is found a similar tendency to move westward towards the inner concentric circles and to the axis in the 

earlier traces too. As observed in the formation of the Seven Sisters and the eastern Himalayas, in the form of 

westward convex shaped formations, a similar tendency is seen in other traces formed earlier in the travel path.  

This westward convex shaped formations are observed along following too, thus pointing towards a travel 

towards the inner concentric circles, leaving convex traces. 

1. Andaman and Nicobar Islands, 

2. Malaysia,  

3. Indonesia, along Sumatra and Java. 

Q. Traces made by faster lava layers 

On the contrary there is a demarcated eastward convex shaped formations along the following: 

1. Japan,  

2. New Zealand.  

These two type of land formations point towards the fast type of lava layer movements. While the former traces 

indicate lava layer travel more and more towards inner concentric circles, they point instead to outer circle lava 

motion. 

R. Areas develop shorter peaks  

But the fast traveling lava layers are not able to form compact rock mass. These land forms do not form very 

high peaks too, because of less contact time with the inner Earth. The fast motion of lava layers, laying them, 

make these areas lay in thin strips, which have high dip and non-compact rockmass too, making them highly 

jointed 

S. Areas susceptible to earthquakes 

These highly jointed rock masses are cause of repeated deep seated slips, leading to frequent high magnitude 

earthquakes. The areas of Japan etc., formed from large faster traveling lava layers, are more vulnerable to high 

magnitude earthquake repeatedly. At the end of winter due to snow melt under later sunshine these areas 

become susceptible to high magnitude earthquakes. Here too the deep seeping water vapourises and finds it 

difficult to escape out easily, thus comes out bursting and shaking surroundings. 

T. Formation of Moon 

The axis tilts too, (dealt in a separate article), makes a new Equator as well as new Poles, making Earth’s surface 

rotate along the new circles, seen today. Thus surface that was moving along the old Equator, has to rotate now 

closer  to the Pole, or along a shorter circle, along it.So the lava ball leaves the Earth’s surface, to remain 

revolving or ‘Converge’ along its original plane of rotation and flies away as Moon.  

U. Convergence to original motion 

Thus even after forming as Moon, the lava ball continues to keep moving along its original plane and with its 

original speed. This process is defined as ‘Convergence to original motion’. Thus a mass continues to follow its 

old or original inertia of motion. The Moon seems to move at a tremendous slow speed in an orbit completing its 

one cycle in a month, about the Earth. While the Earth’s surface seems to rotate faster, as compared to the 

motion of the Moon. This is so because the Moon revolves in a larger circle as compared to the Earth’s surface.   

V. Original motion along Ecliptic 

As described above Moon continues to revolve along its original plane of rotation on the Earth’s surface. Moon 

revolves almost along the plane of the Ecliptic. Thus original motion or rotation of the lava mass, forming it, 

took place along the plane of the Ecliptic on the Earth’s surface. Thus original Equator formed in the plane of 

Ecliptic and Earth rotated along an axis perpendicular to this plane or Ecliptic. The plane of revolution of Moon 

is a bit inclined to the plane of Ecliptic. It is actually as good as coincident with the Ecliptic. All original motion 

takes place in the plane of the Ecliptic, which is essence of this or any scientific study, hence onward. 

W. Earth once formed body of Sun 

As discussed above Moon revolves in the plane of the Ecliptic, Earth too rotated originally, in the plane of the 

Ecliptic. Again Earth too revolves in the plane of the Ecliptic. It indicates that as Moon once formed a part of 

the Earth, the Earth itself formed a part of the body of Sun, around which it revolves.  

X. All Planets formed body of Sun 
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Moon revolves in the plane of the Ecliptic, as it formed part of the Earth. So also all Planets like the Earth, 

revolve in the plane of the Ecliptic. It indicates that being a part of the Sun, all Planets rotated originally along 

the plane of the Ecliptic, itself, with their axes perpendicular to the Ecliptic. Their axes too tilted later to their 

present alignments, as does that of the Earth, as mentioned above. Also tilting of their axes formed Moons and 

Rings around them, which too revolve in the plane of the Ecliptic, though showing a bit of inclination, as 

observed in case of Saturn and Jupiter.     

Y. Ecliptic is original plane of rotation 

Original direction of rotation is described as Ecliptic, direction of revolution of all planets in the ‘Solar system’.  

 Thus our ‘Solar system forms a large spiral shaped large flat disc, called the Ecliptic, as discussed in the above 

pages.  

Z. Solar system forms a large flat disc 

As described above our ‘Solar system’ forms a large spiral shaped flat disc, called the Ecliptic. This flat disc of 

Ecliptic in our ‘Solar system’, signifies ‘continuance of all motion along the original motion, in parts or 

fragments too, obeying inertia of motion.  

 

VI. All motion is evolved from rotation 
All motion is evolved out of rotation, thus leading to continuance and convergence to the main or source or 

origin, obeying laws of inertia of motion. Thus this forms a huge flat disc or plane of our ‘Solar system’, where 

the Sun is the source or ‘Origin’. The same process applies to all type of Evolution, whether large or small, in 

our ‘Solar system’. The same process applies for the ‘Evolution of the Earth’s surface’.  

 

VII.     Convergence to original rotation 

This process of ‘Continuation along the original rotation’, leads to lava mass converge to the axis, seem to be 

existing in the western Himalayas, as discussed in the above study. 

 

VIII.   Permanency of Continents 

The land mass thus formed is seen today even, thus laying foundation to ‘Permanency of Continents is the only 

reality’. This thus obliterates any drift or motion, as being propagated by ‘plate tectonics’, in the form of a snail 

pace motion. Thus India occupies its present position permanently since ages, as do all the Continents.  

 

IX. Gravity- review 

This convergence to the original motion, is the only dominating force. This applies to ‘Gravity’, too, which is 

actually the continuance to the original rotation. This exerts a pull on the moving away object, which has been 

defined as gravity. But ‘Gravity’ has been wrongly defined as a pull between masses. 

 

X. Black Hole 

‘Gravity’ has been wrongly defined as a pull between masses. Thus the same has been used to define ‘Black 

holes’, which has been defined as a very dense mass with huge density. Just because of its huge density a ‘black 

hole’ is described to pull all the other masses and even light to itself, thus reflecting none. But no such ‘Black 

hole’ has been discovered, or ever possible, thus justifying a ‘concept of attraction between masses’. This sort of 

conception needs to be reviewed.  

XI. Gravity- a new view  

Thus convergence to the original motion, is the only dominating force. This applies to ‘Gravity’, too, which is 

actually the continuance to the original rotation, acting as ‘Inertia of motion’. This exerts a pull on the moving 

away object, which is the real meaning of gravity. So satellites sent away from Earth are pulled back to Earth, 

due to this convergence, as they form a part of Earth.  

XII.    Discussion & Conclusions 

All evolution is guided by the most fundamental scientific law ‘Law of convergence of masses’. A mass has an 

inertia of rotational motion, so it is bound to revolve about the origin or source and return to it. Revolution is 

transformation of rotation, it had in contact with source or origin. A mass is pulled only towards its own source 

or ‘ORIGIN’, and towards no other mass, however large. All the masses do pull one another, through the action 

of centrifugal forces, through the source. So all ‘Universe’ acts as a huge ‘WEB’. So an action is transmitted all 

around the ‘Universe’, through this ‘WEB’. Permanency of continents-Is a reality.  . Plate tectonics explaining 

Evolution of Earth is absurd. This thus obliterates any drift or motion, in the form of a snail pace motion. Thus 

India occupies its present permanently since ages, as do all the Continents. Lava mass coming out of the volcano 

breaks into upper and lower layers, due to adhesion and friction. Lava mass converges towards inner concentric 

circles and to the axis. An axis of rotation exists originally in the western Himalayas, to which the lava mass 

converges. While converging towards the axis, lava mass leaves traces, developing tall southernmost convex 

curve in the Himalayas. The southernmost convex curve in the Himalayas, forms all the tall peaks, above 8000 

metre, including the tallest peak of MT. Everest, 8848 metres, due to friction and snail pace lava motion. Fast 
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lava layers also converge towards the axis, but they keep moving a bit away from it, developing lower peaks. 

These fast moving lava layers form a straight lime inclined tall radial ridge. This tall ridge is called ‘Saltoro 

ridge’. Lava mass on Earth’s surface moves away as Moon, to converge and revolve along the original rotation 

over the Earth. This revolves along a flat plane, called Ecliptic. Earth originally rotates in the plane of the 

Ecliptic. All Planets and all masses revolve in the plane of the Ecliptic, thus converging to the original plane of 

rotation. It defines adherence of all evolution to the Ecliptic, obeying the initial inertia of motion, and thus ‘Law 

of convergence of masses’.  Ecliptic forms into a large flat plane, maintaining all rotation and revolution, in the 

‘Solar system’. Gravity does not act independently for a single mass, with huge density only. It is a relational 

motion between bodies. Black hole, gobbling up all- is not possible.  
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